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Here's the daily chart of 

S&P500 futures (ES).

There is a strong uptrend 

currently and 3400 (new 

high) is the target. Major 

trendline resistance coming 

at around 3500, which is 

much higher. 3400 itself will 

create selling pressure. 

Traders should take profits 

regularly, and stay long 

above 3300 for Target 3400 

and 3500.

Absolute stop loss for all 

long trades is 3200, which is 

140 points below.

In case of major correction, 

the futures may fall back to 

their 200 DMA near 3030.

Buy on corrections.

Stay long.
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Here's the dailly chart of 

Nasdaq100 futures (NQ).

There is a strong uptrend 

currently and all resistance 

levels have been broken!

Traders should take profits 

regularly at currently levels. 

It looks like a liquidity driven 

rally, looking at how the long 

term price channel has 

been broken for several 

days. 

Stay long above 11,000 and 

exit long positions below 

11,000. Strong downside 

support is at 9500, which 

may get tested during the 

US Elections results 

volatility. 9500 can be a 

buying opprtunity in such 

case.
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Here's the weekly chart of 

WTI Crude Oil futures. 

There is a strong uptrend 

currently and $50 per barrel 

is the target. Major trendline 

resistance coming at $55-58 

level.

Traders should take profits 

around $49-52 and wait for 

the market to show if it 

wants to go higher. 

Above $60, it will be a fresh 

breakout, but the current 

economic condiitons are not 

facorable for it. Still, we 

should not form our biased 

views, and its better to 

follow the market. Major 

support on downside is 

between $25-30.

Buy on corrections for 

Target $49-50.
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Here's the weekly chart of 

Gold (XAU).

Gold is currenty in a 

parabolic upmove, thanks to 

QE2020, but this upmade 

has mostly played out. 

The correction in Gold can 

easily take it to 1600-1700.

Traders should take profits 

regulalry at current levels, 

because they look 

unsustainable.

Exit long posiitons below 

1980.
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Here's the daily chart of 

Volatility Index (VIX).

We track the VIX index 

carefully, and we also trade 

the two VIX ETFs (UVXY, 

SVXY).

VIX is in strong downtrend 

currently with 16-17 as the 

target. However, we are in 

the US Election event zone 

now, and VIX can spike up 

anytime before or after the 

Elections.

Traders can buy VIX futures 

or VIX ETFs on upside 

breakout above 25. 

Stay long above 25 for 

Targets 35-42. Above 45, it 

will be a strong breakout 

with Target 60-65. If it 

happens, it will coincide with 

sharp sell-off in S&P500 

and various other markets.



Thanks for your time and attention. We appreciate it.

As active traders of S&P500 and Nasdaq futures, we keep analyzing the US 

market every day, and we try to share our key findings every month through 

reports like this one.

We welcome all questions and feedback.

You can contact us at: info@jupiterfutures.com

To learn more about our views on S&P500 and Nasdaq futures trading, and 

other index and commodity futures, including Crude Oil futures, etc,

please visit our website: www.jupiterfutures.com
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